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Abstract 

Image inpainting process is used to develop the 

damaged image or missing part of the image. This 

technique has more applications, such as text removal 

in the image, photo restoration and etc. There are 

different methods used in image inpainting, such as 

nonlinear partial differential equations, wavelet 

transformation, framelet transformation, etc. In this 

study a linear diffusion PDE method for image 

inpainting is considered. And to solve this linear PDE 

a numerical method was developed. Also, different 

diffusion conductivity, such as constant and non-

constant, were considered for this method. Linear 

diffusion PDE method was compared with existing 

non-linear diffusion PDE methods. For an any 

inpainting method, there exists an error associated 

with it. So, two different methods were considered to 

find a relationship between error and inpainting 

domain. 

1. Introduction

Inpainting has been carried out by professional 

artists for many years. When done manually, it is a 

very time-consuming process. The basic idea of this 

process is to reconstruct damaged parts or missing 

parts of an image. It has important value in restoration 

of old photographs; the removal of artifacts in a film; 

the removal of red eye; the removal of superimposed 

text; and the removal redundant objects etc. In 2000 

SIGGRAPH conference, the idea of digital inpainting 

was established by Bertalmio-Sapiro-Caselles-

Ballester [1]. Image inpainting has been expanding 

very fast. It is a very important topic in the field of 

Digital Image Processing. 

Nowadays data exchange has become popular. 

Since time and skill are required to do image 

inpainting manually, it is important to find an 

automatic and fast method. Therefore, different type 

of successful inpainting techniques were developed in 

last few years. The idea of the computer algorithm of 

image inpainting is to fill these missing data with 

known data surrounding D. D is the inpainting 

domain. 

2. Background

Figure 1. Dc  is the known data and D is the 

inpainting domain 

2. Background

2.1. Finite difference method 

Laplace equation with Dirichlet boundary condition 

was considered. 

Now consider the square domain with boundary 

conditions; 

Where A is a invertible square matrix. Therefore, 

value of ui is given by, 

Also, A is a block matrix. So, we can rewrite this 

matrix as, 

where, 
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2.2. Nonlinear diffusion PDE 
 

Here we consider the PDE with Neumann 

boundary condition. 

 

 
 

Here n is the unit inner normal vector. Therefore, 

numerical solution of this PDE is, 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3. Modified finite difference method 
 

3.1. Initial value 
 

When we find the initial value of the inpainting 

domain, we use five point stencil method. So, in our 

inpainting domain has m rows and n columns. Then 

our image is look like as in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. General 2D grid with n rows and m column 

 

Now consider the general matrix for A for size of 

inpainting domain. 
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Figure 3. 5-point apply level by level 

We have the boundary in formation and we have 

to find u1, . . . , u9. Normal 5-point method we need 

only one adjacent boundary level data. But in this 

method, we need two adjacent boundary level data to 

fill inside data. 

 

Step 1: 

 

 
 

Figure 4. 5-point apply to level 1 

 

Using the boundary data (red data) we can 

calculate adjacent level data (green data). Here we 

apply 5-point stencil method in different way; 

 

 
 

Step 2: 

 

We use two different formulas for corner points 

and consider the average value. Such as; 
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Step 3: 

When we are finding next level of data (blue data), 

we use the adjacent level data (green data); 

 

 
 

Figure 5. 5-point apply to level 2 

 

Now we compare our method with the existing 

method. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Standard 5-point method and modified 

5-point method 

 

When we check the two different approaches of 5 

point stencil methods, we can see modified method 

PSNR value is larger than that of the standard 5-point 

stencil method. So, we use the modified 5-point 

stencil method values for our further calculations. 

 

Table 1. PSNR value for standard 5-point method 

and modified 5-point method 

 

 
 

see modified method PSNR value is larger than that of 

the standard 5-point stencil method. So, we use the 

modified 5-point stencil method values for our further 

calculations. 

 

4. Linear iterative PDE method 
 

In 2009, [2] C. K. Chui developed a 

multiresolution approximation method for image 

inpainting and surface completion. Here they use 

partial differential equation of anisotropic diffusion to 

know data. 
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We can continue this process and we can get a value 

of u3. Using this method, we can solve linear iterative 

PDE. 

Initial value of the non-linear and linear iterative 

PDE method is the 5-point stencil method values. 

Using a MATLAB program, we inpainted the 

damaged image. Here we compared MATLAB out 

puts for different in painting methods with different 

diffusion conductivity. 

When we compare the inapinted image with the 

original image, we use PSNR values. Which is Peak 

Signal Noise Ratio. We define PSNR using mean 

squared error (MSE) and formula is given by, 

 

 
 

Where MAX is the maximum possible pixel value 

of the image. 

 

Case 1: Linear iterative and nonlinear image 

inpainting PDE with constant diffusion 

conductivity 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Image inpainting methods with constant 

diffusion 
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Table 2: PSNR value for linear iterative PDE and 

non-linear image inpainting PDE with constant 

diffusion conductivity 

 

 
 

Here we consider the constant conductivity. That 

is, 

c(p)= c. When c is a constant there is a no 

difference between linear iterative PDE and non-

linear PDE. 

That is, Linear iterative PDE, 

 

 
 

When c is a constant, we have worst inpainted 

image. Therefore 5-point stencil method is better than 

the constant diffusion conductivity PDE. 

 

Case 2: Linear iterative PDE and non-linear 

image inpainting PDE with inverse proportional 

diffusion conductivity 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Image inpainting methods with inverse 

proportional diffusion conductivity 

 

 

Table 3: PSNR value for linear iterative PDE and 

non-linear image inpainting PDE with inverse 

proportional diffusion conductivity 

 

 
 

We use the 5-point stencil values as an initial value 

of Linear iterative PDE and nonlinear PDE. When we 

study this table, we can see PSNR value is increase to 

5-point stencil method to linear iterative PDE method. 

Also, PSNR value of 5-point stencil method to linear 

iterative PDE method is decreasing. That is our 

inpainted image is worse than the 5point stencil 

method inpainted image. Therefore, linear iterative 

PDE method gave a better inpainted image. 

 

Case 3: Linear iterative PDE and non-linear 

image inpainting PDE with Gaussian diffusion 

conductivity 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Image inpainting methods with Gaussian 

diffusion conductivity 

 

Table 4. PSNR value for linear iterative PDE and 

non-linear image inpainting PDE with Gaussian 

proportional diffusion conductivity 

 

 
 

Here we consider the Gaussian Diffusion 

Conductivity. That is, 

 
Here also, we use the5-pointstencilvalues as an 

initial value of linear iterative PDE and non-linear 

PDE. 

 

When we study this table, we can see PSNR value 

is increased to 5-point stencil method to linear 

iterative PDE method. But PSNR value of 5-point 
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stencil method is decreased in the non-linear PDE 

method. That is non-linear method given worst 

inpainted image. Therefore, linear iterative PDE 

method gave the best inpainted image 

 

Case 4: Linear iterative PDE and non-linear 

image inpainting PDE with Lorentz diffusion 

conductivity 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Image inpainting methods with Lorentz 

diffusion conductivity 

 

Table 5. PSNR value for linear iterative PDE and 

non-linear image inpainting PDE with Lorentz 

proportional diffusion conductivity 

 

 
 

Here we consider the Lorentz Diffusion 

Conductivity. That is, 

 
Here also, we use the 5-pointstencilvalues as a 

initial value of linear iterative PDE and non-linear 

PDE. When we study this table, we have same idea of 

previous methods. That is linear iterative PDE method 

gave the best inpainted image. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

In this paper we solved Poisson’s equation using 

5-point stencil method. Here we used modified 5-

point stencil method. It gave better results than the 

standard 5-point stencil method. Using modified 5-

point stencil method values as an initial condition, we 

solve liner iterative and non-linear diffusion PDE. 

Also, here we consider different diffusion 

conductivity and compare their results. Using a PSNR 

value, we can see Linear iterative diffusion PDE 

method given the better results. Also, constant 

diffusion conductivity PDE had the worst results. 

Inverse diffusion conductivity PDE is better than that 

of the constant diffusion PDE. But it is worse than that 

of the Gaussian and Lorentz diffusion conductivity 

PDE. Gaussian and Lorentz diffusion conductivity 

Linear iterative PDE gave the better results for image 

inpainting. 
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